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In the turn of the 20th century, pharmacy was young
and inexperienced. Most drugs were created by hand
without technology to assess uniformity.
In 1848, Congress forbade the importation of
adulterated goods but examiners were untrained in
pharmacology.
Whereas some evilly disposed persons, from motives
of avarice and filthy lucre, have been induced to sell
diseased, corrupted, contagious or unwholesome
provisions, to the great nuisance of public health and
peace.

American Pharmaceutical Assoc.






Premarket manufacturing was not regulated.
Smallpox vaccine and diphtheria antitoxins were
contaminated which led to death of children.
1902 Biologics Act required that federal
government grant premarket approval and
approval for the process and facility which make
biological drugs.













1906 Pure Food and Drugs Act was the first law to protect consumers. The purpose
of the Act was to ban trafficking of adulterated or mislabeled food and drug
products.
Under this legislation, if properly labeled a company can sell a drug without
showing safety or efficacy. Also, manufacturers can have false therapeutic claims
In 1935 Sulfanilamide was extremely effective in fighting bacteria but the
pills were foul tasting. The solution was to make it in solution form with pink
coloring and cherry flavoring. However, the solvent diethylene glycol (similar
to antifreeze) was toxic.

The elixir sulfanilamide poisonings of the 1930s prompted the 1938 Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act which
required new drugs to show safety pre-marketing. The FDA discovered that adequate records were not
documented properly on prescriptions written or filled.
The specifics: under this legislation drugs could be sold 60 days after companies filed with the FDA if the
agency did not object to their safety tests. Pharmaceutical companies routinely sent new medications to
doctors to ask them to try them on patients.
The law did not specify the kinds of tests that were required for approval.









Many people were addicted to
tranquilizers and sleeping pills. Between
the 1920s and mid-1950s, the most
popular drugs used as sedatives and
hypnotics were barbiturates.
Low therapeutic index led to death by
overdose easily. They were also highly
addictive. (Marilyn Monroe died from
overdose)
Thalidomide was the only nonbarbiturate sedative known at the time.
Off-label prescription for antiemetic

British Medical Journal
Jan 23, 1960





Early trials showed that the therapeutic index
was large. “Overdoses” resulted in prolonged
sleep, not death.
Thalidomide was advertised in 46 countries











Suggested in late 1961 that thalidomide was dangerous for pregnant
women
August 7, 1962 President John F. Kennedy awarded the Distinguished
Federal Civil Service Award to Dr. Kelsey
The 1962 Kefauver Amendments were made in response to the
thalidomide disaster
Senator Kefauver’s motives were to strengthen and broaden existing
laws in the drug field to bring better, safer medicine and to establish
a more effective system of enforcement to the drug laws.
All new drug applications must demonstrate by “adequate tests by
all methods reasonably applicable” to show “substantial evidence”
of the drug’s effectiveness as well as safety










Late 19th century antivivisectionists protested against the use of human beings as subjects
in medical experiments. Human guinea pigs
The early “therapeutic investigations” were largely based on observations and tested
through time.
Beginning in the early 20th century, therapeutic reformers began to develop the concept
of the “well-controlled” therapeutic drug trial. Roughly this concept required laboratory
analysis followed by clinical study.
During the 1920s – 1940s, medical researchers began to conduct “cooperative
investigations” designed to overcome bias errors.
1935, Michigan recognized and authorized controlled clinical investigations as part of a
medical practice without subjecting the researcher to strict liability, as long as the patient
consented and the proposed trial did not vary “too radically”.
The clinical trial is “under the investigator’s control, subject not to data availability or
chance, but to his ability to ask good questions and design means of answering them” –
Bob Temple









In 1968, the US medical and scientific research budget hit $2.5 billion.
The NIH peer-reviewed research grant system soon supported biomedical and
clinical research projects around the country.
In the 1960s clinical trial methodology was becoming increasingly advanced.
Ultimately the randomized, double-blinded, placebo controlled experiments
became the “gold” standard
Additional testing often enhances safety and effectiveness, but has downsides


Extensive testing delays the arrival of superior drugs
 During the delay, some needy patients who could have lived, die
 Doctors and patients never learn of the drug’s possible existence. Ignorance is Death?



Delay in marketing raise the costs of bringing a new drug to market
 Many drugs that would have been developed, are not
 People who would have been helped, are not



Is extensive premarket testing necessary? Could the costs and benefits of
premarket testing be better evaluated and trade-offs better navigated in a
voluntary, competitive system of drug development?

Lets look at some case studies…











Propronolol was the first beta-blocker allowed to be marketed in the US in
1968, three years after the drug had been available in Europe.
The FDA waited 10 years later for the drug to be prescribed for the treatment
of hypertension and angina pectoris, its most important indications.
Despite clinical evidence as early as 1974, only in 1981 did the FDA allow a
second beta-blocker, timolol, for the prevention of a second heart attack.
The FDA’s withholding of beta-blockers alone perhaps allowed the
unnecessary deaths of hundreds of thousands of people.
Patients who experience heart attacks often have complications. Should they
all be tested?





Lotronex was approved for market to treat irritable bowel syndrome, a
disease that causes abdominal pain and intense bouts of diarrhea in early
2000
10 months that Lotronex had been on the market, some 300k people used
the drug with huge success and without serious problem






70 users developed a serious adverse event (0.023%) and 3 deaths were possibly linked
to the drug.

Lotronex is not without complications, but it improved the lives of patients,
allowing them to leave their homes, hold jobs, not fear sudden attacks of
diarrhea.
Patient’s complaints were so extensive that in June of 2002 the FDA allowed
the drug back on the market with restricted use conditions
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AIDS first reported in 1981
HIV causes chronic infections
Viral replication is very rapid
HIV reverse transcriptase is
highly error-prone
Compounds that interfere
with virus growth should not
harm host
Viral replication must be
blocked completely. Partial
inhibition leads to resistance



AIDS activist movement in the early 1980s






“We wanted to live, but we were also desperate” –Matt
Sharp

Healing Alternatives Foundation – one of the
first AIDS buyers clubs
ACT UP – AIDS Coalition To Unleash Power


October 1988 ACT UP stopped all work at the FDA in a
demonstration to “seize control of the FDA”.

An Investigational New Drug (IND) application technically was exempt from the normal premarketing requirements and paralleled the New Drug Application (NDA). The data collected
from the IND will be included in the NDA. INDs can also sponsor changes to existing drugs.
This was too slow




Most deaths are caused by opportunistic infections
AZT is a reverse transcriptase inhibitor with ~100 fold greater
affinity for HIV RT than human DNA polymerase. Marketed by
Burroughs-Wellcome and initially cost $10,000 per year. The 1st
drug to be approved for the treatment of HIV/AIDS in 1987

 Videx is a nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor. Marketed by Bristol-Myers Squibb, this was the 2nd
approved drug for HIV/AIDS in 1991.
 Interferon alpha was licensed to treat a cancer resulting from AIDS in 1988.
 By 1985, FDA approved clinical trials on Ribavirin. Jan 1987 announced that Ribavirin appeared to halt the
progression of HIV, but some researchers were still skeptical about the “inconclusive” and “premature”
report. Ribavirin had broad spectrum activity against DNA and RNA viruses. The nucleoside-like anti-viral
mechanism is not understood.
 Ribavirin was approved in 1972.










Isoprinosine is a nucleoside-like chemical that
functions as an “immune system booster”
Compound Q – extract of Chinese cucumber had a low
therapeutic index. Toxicity trials were being conducted
at SF General Hospital Medical Center, but they were
“too slow”. Delaney conducted an underground trial.
Many volunteers showed marked decrease in HIV
activity, but suffered adverse events
These compounds made patients feel better and perhaps delayed onset of AIDS in HIV+
patients
However, FDA required multi-year tests while patients with months left to live are told to wait
Some tests disproportionally placed sicker patients on the drug arm of a study. This caused
skewed results that showed that a treatment was ineffective at best, a killer at worst.









Story told around the work of Jim Corti and Martin Delaney, a nurse and
corporate communications consultant respectively.
Corti worked as a “drug smuggler” to get drugs on the FDA’s “Import
Alert” list into the country
Delaney worked as a lobbyist against the FDA’s lethally effective grasp on
experimental drugs against AIDS
They organized doctors and patients in an
underground network that tested the safety
and efficacy of potential drugs against AIDS












Emergency use of an investigational drug or device can be allowed IF a human subject is in
a life-threatening situation AND where there is not any standard acceptable treatment
available AND there is not sufficient time to obtain institutional review board ethics (IRB)
approval.
In 1987, the FDA created a special class of investigations known as the “Treatment IND”, in
which patients could receive an investigational drug outside the normal “blinded”
research setting. However, this program was not for treatment of large numbers of
patients.
AIDS organizations requested for “open clinicals” in which a drug sponsor could allow any
patient access to ongoing trial drugs. FDA refused – the more open-ended the trial, the
more confounding the results will be.
Once a drug has been approved for some use, doctors may legally prescribe the drug for
other off-label doses and uses.
In 1992, special categories of drugs could be expedited during the review process.
In 1994, FDA allowed women’s participation in early phases of clinical drug trials.





In 1980 the International Conference of Drug Regulatory Authorities
within the World Health Organization was held. The aim was to
promote exchange of information and collaborative approaches to
issues of common concern.
International Conference on Harmonization of Technical Requirements
for Registration of Pharmaceuticals for Human Use was created in April
1990 and brings together the regulatory authorities of Europe, Japan
and the United States to discuss scientific and technical aspects of
pharmaceutical product registration.

The average cost to develop and market a new drug
is 2-5 Billion $$$
The FDA system is slow, but the best we’ve got...

Thank you!

